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Friday, June 6, 2014An insiders guide to your child's progress

Our classroom is already a vibrance of colours, 
our first week of Hawaii and islands is no 
exception. We made yummy ice cream art using
shaving cream and paint all mixed with into a 
colorful mess with our hands! 
We have started preparing to turn part of the 
classroom ceiling into a fishy underwater world. 
This week we made 2D divers complete with 
west suits and flippers and a nice helmet showing 
a different students face..They are decorated with 
glitter glue to make them sparkle as they take 
deep breaths and go under and explore this 
magical world. 

We literally blew a fuse at school demonstrating the 
phonics sounds "o". The action is to move your finger 
up and down as though you were flicking a light switch 
"on" and "off". The children had a great fun learning 
and we blew two of the bulbs in the classroom!
We practiced writing it by using a snake covered in 
circles and to re-enforce the sound we made an 
octopus with numbered legs and the students had to 
stick the write amount of stickers on each leg.  Lots of 
students really understood the concept and started 
really well but the lure of sticking stickers took over 
and they all became spotty octopuses! 
On Friday we made clay octopuses which were really 
really well made and, they mostly had eight legs! 

Academics

The clay octopuses look really 
good. Count the legs!

Making the sparkling wetsuits for 
our divers.

Getting messy without a care in 
the world is one of the best 
things about being a child.

Some highlights of the week

Reminders
We always need lots of newspapers to help us with our 

crafts and this theme is no exception. We will be 
stuffing whales full of them so we need lots if you 

have any old ones in need of a new home.
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